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Disclaimer
•

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not
intended to address the circumstances of any particular
individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate
and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such
information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will
continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon
such information without appropriate professional advice after a
thorough examination of the particular situation.
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Triple Check and PDPM
•

What you need to know…….
• The Final Rule
• Medicare Basics
• PDPM
• Additional Changes
• Billing
• Triple Check
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Is this you?
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Is this your team?
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THE FINAL RULE
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The Final Rule
•

The SNF PPS Final Rule was published in the Federal Register
on August 7, 2019, effective October 1, 2019
• Payment increase of 2.4%, which is $851 million over
FY2019
• Administrative presumption
• Fundamental requirements remain the same
• Specific case-mix categories identified
• Consolidated billing – No changes
• PDPM
• Rates updated
• CMI changes
• HIPPS codes
• Group therapy
• ICD-10 code mapping and lists
• Assessment schedule – regulatory text
• Addition SNF QRP and SNF VBP changes (not covered
today)
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The Final Rule
•

PDPM
• Rates updated
FY2020 Unadjusted Federal Rate Per Diem – URBAN
Rate Component

PT

OT

SLP

Nursing

NTA

Non-Case Mix

Per Diem Amount

$60.75

$56.55

$22.68

$105.92

$79.97

$94.84

FY2020 Unadjusted Federal Rate Per Diem – RURAL
Rate Component

PT

OT

SLP

Nursing

NTA

Non-Case Mix

Per Diem Amount

$69.25

$63.60

$28.57

$101.20

$76.34

$96.59
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The Final Rule
•

PDPM
• CMI changes
• Utilize a standardized multiplier and budget
neutrality multiplier
• Change from FY2019 to FY2020 was a updated
standardization and budget neutrality multipliers
based on FY2018 data
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The Final Rule
•

PDPM
• HIPPS codes
• The HIPPS codes will reflect differently under PDPM
• Each case mix group in the five case mix driven
components of PDPM are assigned a PDPM group,
which is a letter between A and Y
• The PT and OT case mix group share a PDPM
group
• The HIPPS codes continue to be 5 characters
• Character 1 – PT/OT PDPM Group (A through P)
• Character 2 – SLP PDPM Group (A through L)
• Character 3 – Nursing PDPM Group (A through Y)
• Character 4 – NTA PDPM Group (A through F)
• Character 5 – Assessment type
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The Final Rule
•
•

PDPM – CMI changes
• There were 31 CMI changes in all 5 case-mix groups
Group Therapy
• Definition
• Limits
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The Final Rule
•

•

ICD-10 code mapping and lists
• Updates for ICD-10 code mappings and the SNF
Grouper were be updated on the CMS PDPM website
Assessment schedule
• No changes from the proposed rule
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Final Rule - Basics
•

The SNF PPS rate is subject to change yearly

•

The updates are published yearly around the end of July in
the Federal Register, otherwise known as the SNF PPS
Final Rule

•

The per diem rate is expected to cover all operating and
capital costs that efficient facilities would be expected to
incur while furnishing most SNF services

•

Certain high-cost, low-probability services are paid
separately
• Excluded services
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Final Rule - Basics
•

The daily rate includes:
• Routine costs: regular room, dietary services, nursing
services, minor medical supplies, medical social
services, psychiatric social services, and the use of
certain facilities and equipment for which a separate
charge is not made
• Ancillary costs: specialized services such as therapy,
drugs and laboratory services, that are directly
identifiable to individual residents
• Capital-related costs: land, building, equipment, and the
interest incurred in financing the acquisition of such
items
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M E D I C A R E PA RT A

THE BASICS
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Medicare Basics – Part A
Historical Overview of SNF PPS

1972
1972
Extended
Medicare
coverage
to certain
persons
with
disabilities
and endstage renal
disease
(ESRD)

1998

2006

Beginning “upper
of SNF PPS nine”
RUG-III
44 RUG
groups

RUG-III
53 RUG
groups

2010
MDS 3.0

2019
PDPM

RUG-IV
66 RUG
groups
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Medicare Basics – Part A
Technical Eligibility

Medical Eligibility

• Enrolled in Part A and has
benefit days to use;
• Three-day qualifying
hospital stay;
• Occupy a Medicarecertified bed;
• Condition being treated for
skilled care was treated in
the hospital or arose while
receiving care for a
condition treated in a
hospital; and
• 30-day transfer requirement

• Medical professional certifies
that skilled nursing care is
necessary; and
• Patient must require daily
services that can only be
provided in a skilled nursing
facility.
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Medicare Basics – Part A
•

Administrative Level of Care Presumption
• Under SNF PPS, beneficiaries who are admitted (or
readmitted) directly to a SNF after a qualifying hospital stay
are considered to meet the skilled level of care
requirements when their initial classification is in one of the
upper 52 RUGs of the 66-group RUG-IV Classification
system.
• Not automatically classified as meeting/not meeting the
presumption if categorized in a lower RUG-IV category.
• Automatically classified as meeting the SNF level of care
up to and including the assessment reference date on the
5-day Medicare required assessment
• No later than day eight of the SNF stay
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Medicare Basics – Part A
•

Administrative Presumption (cont’d)
‒ Administrative presumption for PDPM will apply to those
groups encompassed by the same nursing categories
as have been designated for this purpose under the
current RUG-IV model:
• Extensive Services;
• Special Care High;
• Special Care Low; and
• Clinically Complex.
‒ Additional PT, OT and SLP classifiers were added in the
final rule and will be discussed later in the PDPM
session
• TA, TB, TC, TD, TE, TF, TG, TJ, TK, TN and TO
• SC, SE, SF, SH, SI, SJ, SK and SL
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Medicare Basics – Part A
•

Additional requirements continue:
‒ Skilled documentation to support services billed
‒ Medicare Part A Day of Discharge
‒ Beneficiary Notices
• Notice of Medicare Non-Coverage (NOMNC)
• Skilled Nursing Facility Advance Beneficiary Notice
of Non-coverage (SNFABN)
• Detailed Explanation of Non-Coverage (DENC)
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PDPM
GENERAL
OVERVIEW
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Project Overview (cont’d)
•

The Patient Driven Payment Model (PDPM)
represents a marked improvement over the RUG-IV
model for the following reasons:
– Improves payment accuracy and appropriateness by
focusing on the patient, rather than the volume of
services provided
– Significantly reduces administrative burden on providers
– Improves SNF payments to currently underserved
beneficiaries without increasing total Medicare
payments
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PDPM Components
•

PDPM consists of five case-mix adjusted components, all
based on data-driven, stakeholder-vetted patient
characteristics:
– Physical Therapy (PT)
– Occupational Therapy (OT)
– Speech Language Pathology (SLP)
– Nursing Classification Groups
– Non-Therapy Ancillary (NTA)

• PDPM also includes a “variable per diem (VPD)
adjustment” that adjusts the per diem rate over the course
of the stay
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PDPM Components
•

Each resident will be classified into five components rather
than one RUG or single payment for all services.

•

A sixth component would be a non-case mix component
that is fixed based on your specific facility.

•

Payment is calculated by multiplying the CMI for the
resident’s group, first by the federal base payment rate and
then by the specific day in the variable per-diem adjustment
schedule.
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PDPM Snapshot
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PDPM Classification
•

Each component utilizes different criteria as the basis for
patient classification
Case Mix
Components

Classifiers

PT

• Clinical Category
• Function Score

OT

• Clinical Category
• Function Score

SLP

• Presence of Acute Neurologic Condition
• SLP-Related Comorbidity or Cognitive
Impairment
• Mechanically-altered Diet
• Swallowing Disorder

Nursing
NTA

• Same characteristics as under RUG-IV
• Function Score
• NTA Comorbidity Score
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ADDITIONAL
CHANGES
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PPS Assessment Schedule
•

CMS will now require only two scheduled assessments for
PPS payment:
‒ Initial Medicare Assessment (IMA) 5-day PPS
assessment
‒ SNF Part A PPS Discharge assessment – for all Part A
residents: those that remain in the facility and those that
discharge.

•

CMS has added an Interim Payment Assessment (IPA)
- Optional assessment
- Payment starts on ARD

**** No change in OBRA assessments
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PPS Assessment Schedule under PDPM
Medicare MDS
assessment schedule
type

Assessment Reference
Date

Applicable standard
Medicare payment
days

Initial Medicare
Days 1-8
Assessment (IMA) 5-Day
Scheduled PPS
Assessment

All covered Part A days
until Part A discharge
(unless an IPA is
completed)

Interim Payment
Assessment (IPA)

Facility discretion

ARD of the IPA through
Part A discharge (unless
another IPA is
completed)

PPS Discharge
Assessment

PPS Discharge: Equal to
the End Date of the Most
Recent Medicare Stay
(A2400C) or End Date

N/A
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Interim Payment Assessment
•

A new assessment utilized to reclassify a resident.

•

The final rule (FY2019) changed this assessment from
mandatory to optional
‒ Providers may determine whether and when an IPA is
completed

•

The assessment reference date should be the date the
facility choses to complete the IPA relative to the triggering
event that causes the facility to choose to complete the IPA

•

The payment changes on the ARD through the discharge,
unless another IPA is completed

•

The IPA does not re-set the variable per-diem adjustment
schedule.
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Interim Payment Assessment
•

IPA Key Facts
• Optional, other than during the transition period
• Only used to change PDPM Medicare rate
• Cannot be combined with any other PPS or OBRA
assessment
• Cannot be scheduled prior to the 5-Day (Initial Medicare
Assessment) ARD
• SNF staff determine when and whether to complete, based
on their facility policy on IPA completion
• Section GG will need to be completed
• ARD and the 2 prior days are included
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Concurrent & Group Limit: Compliance
•

Compliance with the concurrent/group therapy limit will
be monitored by new items on the PPS Discharge
Assessment (O0425).
– Providers will report the number of minutes,
per mode and per discipline, for the entirety
of the PPS stay
– If the total number of concurrent and group minutes,
combined, comprises more than 25% of the total
therapy minutes provided to the patient, for any
therapy discipline, then the provider will receive a
warning message on their final validation report
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Streamlined Assessment Policy
•

•

•

For late assessments under PDPM, similar to under RUG-IV,
the provider will bill the default HIPPS code for the number
of days out of compliance and then the 5-day assessment
HIPPS code for the remainder of the stay, unless an IPA is
completed.
One caveat is that the default billing will be assessed prior
to the 5-day assessment (Initial Medicare Assessment)
HIPPS code, in terms of counting days for the variable per
diem. For example, if a 5-day assessment is two days late,
then Days 1 and 2 of the stay, with regard to the variable
per diem adjustment, will be calculated using the default
HIPPS code and then the 5-day assessment (Initial
Medicare Assessment) HIPPS code will control payment
beginning on Day 3 of the variable per diem schedule.
Because the IPA is completely optional, there will be no
late assessment penalties for that assessment.
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VARIABLE PER
DIEM PAYMENT
ADJUSTMENT
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Variable Per Diem
• Payment Model Research identified that certain costs and
services did not remain constant throughout the Medicare
stay
• High initial cost of non-therapy ancillaries
• Tapering costs and services of PT and OT
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PT/OT Variable Per Diem Adjustment Factors

36

Day in Stay

PT and OT Adjustment
Factor

1-20

1.00

21-27

0.98

28-34

0.96

35-41

0.94

42-48

0.92

49-55

0.90

56-62

0.88

63-69

0.86

70-76

0.84

77-83

0.82

84-90

0.80

91-97

0.78

98-100

0.76
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NTA Variable Per Diem Adjustment Factors
Days in Stay

NTA Adjustment Factor

1-3

3.00

4-100

1.00
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INTERRUPTED
STAY POLICY
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Interrupted Stay Policy
•

A interruption window is defined as the 3-day period starting
with the calendar day of discharge and additionally including
the two immediately following calendar days.

•

The length of the interrupted stay will determine the impact
on the resident classification and the variable per diem
adjustment schedule.
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Interrupted Stay Policy
•

CMS defines an “interrupted” SNF stay as one in which a
patient is discharged from Part A covered SNF care and
subsequently readmitted to Part A covered SNF care in the
same SNF (not a different SNF) within 3 days or less after
the discharge (the “interruption window”).

•

Note that if a resident drops to a non-skilled level of care or
otherwise leaves Part A SNF care, the patient is considered
to have been discharged for the purposes of the interrupted
stay policy, even if the patient remains in the facility.
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Interrupted Stay Policy
•

41

Continuation of the prior stay:
‒ When a resident is discharged from the SNF and returns
to the same SNF by 12:00 a.m. at the end of the third
day of the interruption window, this is considered a
continuation of the previous stay for purpose of the
resident classification and variable per diem adjustment
schedule.
‒ No new PPS MDS Assessment would be required.
• All OBRA assessments must be completed, per
OBRA requirements.
‒ There would be no change in the variable per diem
adjustment schedule.
• For example – if a resident discharges to the
hospital on day 7 of the stay and is re-admitted to
the same SNF within the 3-day interruption window,
the resident would not require a new MDS
assessment and the payment schedule would
continue where it left off, in this case, on day 7.
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Interrupted Stay Policy – Example 1
Variable Per Diem
Adjustment NTA x 3.0
Sun
Medicare

1Days

8

Mon

Tues

2

3

9

10

Wed

Thurs

4

5

11

DC to
Hospital

Fri

Sat

6

7
Returns to
12
same SNF

5-Day
Interruption stay window

Part A PPS Discharge assessment is not
completed
Continue at day 12
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Interrupted Stay Policy – Example 2
Variable Per Diem
Adjustment NTA x 3.0
Sun

Mon

Medicare
Days 1

Tues

2

Wed

3

4

5

11

DC to
Hospital

8
5-Day

9

10

Thurs

Fri

Sat

6

7

Interruption stay window

Returns to
same SNF
1

Part A PPS Discharge assessment is completed
2

3

New 5-Day required

Variable Per Diem Adjustment NTA x 3.0
43
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Interrupted Stay – Example 3
Medicare Stay

Interrupted Stay Window

SNF Stay

D/C

Returns within window for a
continued Medicare stay

Medicare Stay

Medicare Stay

Interrupted Stay Window

SNF Stay

D/C

Does not return within
window. This is a new
Medicare stay
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Interrupted Stay Policy
•

Readmission as a new stay
• In cases where the resident is discharged and does not
return within the 3-day interruption window, a new stay
occurs which would require a new 5-day MDS Assessment
and the variable per diem adjustment schedule would
restart on day 1.
• For example – a resident is discharged on day 7 of the
stay and is readmitted to the same SNF on day 11 of
the stay. A new 5-day MDS assessment is required
and the variable per diem adjustment schedule begins
on day 1.
• The same applies if a resident is discharged from one SNF
and admitted to another SNF.
• Another example is if a resident is discharged from
ABC Nursing Home and admits to Happy Acres
Nursing Home. A new 5-day MDS assessment is
required and the variable per diem adjustment
schedule begins on day 1.
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PDPM
BILLING
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PDPM HIPPS Coding
•

Based on responses on the MDS, patients are classified into
payment groups, which are billed using a 5-character Health
Insurance Prospective Payment System (HIPPS) code.
• The current RUG-IV HIPPS code follows a prescribed algorithm.
– Character 1-3: RUG Code
– Character 4-5: Assessment Indicator
• In order to accommodate the new payment groups, the PDPM
HIPPS algorithm is revised as follows:
– Character 1: PT/OT Payment Group
– Character 2: SLP Payment Group
– Character 3: Nursing Payment Group
– Character 4: NTA Payment Group
– Character 5: Assessment Indicator
47
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PDPM HIPPS Coding Crosswalk: PT/OT, SLP,NTA
• PT/OT, SLP, NTA Payment Groups to HIPPS Translation
PT/OT
Payment Group
TA
TB
TC
TD
TE
TF
TG
TH
TI
TJ
TK
TL
TM
TN
TO
TP

SLP
Payment Group
SA
SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
SG
SH
SI
SJ
SK
SL

NTA
Payment Group
NA
NB
NC
ND
NE
NF

HIPPS
Character
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
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PDPM HIPPS Coding Crosswalk: Nursing
• Nursing Payment Group to HIPPS Translation
Nursing
Payment Group
ES3
ES2
ES1
HDE2
HDE1
HBC2
HBC1
LDE2
LDE1
LBC2
LBC1
CDE2
CDE1

HIPPS
Character
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Nursing
Payment Group
CBC2
CA2
CBC1
CA1
BAB2
BAB1
PDE2
PDE1
PBC2
PA2
PBC1
PA1

HIPPS
Character
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
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PDPM HIPPS Coding Crosswalk: AI
• Assessment Indicator (AI) Crosswalk
HIPPS
Character

Assessment Type

0

IPA

1

PPS 5-day (Initial Medicare Assessment)
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Claim Example-RUG-IV
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Billing under PDPM

52
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Billing under PDPM -IPA
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Billing under PDPM
•

•

Other claim items to consider under PDPM:
• Ancillary charges
• Diagnosis codes
• IPA completion
• Interrupted stay vs. new stay
While the claim information is not changing, these particular
items take on more importance with PDPM
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Transition Billing
•

Transition
‒ RUG–IV assessment scheduling and other RUG–IV
payment-related policies would be in effect until
September 30, 2019.
‒ Beginning on October 1, 2019, all PDPM related
assessment scheduling and other PDPM paymentrelated policies would take effect.
‒ Medicare Part A beneficiaries under the SNF benefit
in September 2019 through October 2019 will need
to have an IPA with an ARD between October 1,
2019 through October 7, 2019
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Transition Billing
•

If this initial/transition IPA is dated after October 7, 2019, this
is considered a late assessment and default rates apply

•

Default Billing Codes
• AAA00 – RUG-IV
• ZZZZZ – PDPM
• Going forward, a late 5-day scheduled assessment/Initial
Medicare Assessment will be the only cause for the default
rate since the IPA is optional
• Default rate must be applied to the first day(s) of the stay
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TRIPLE CHECK
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Triple Check
•

The triple check process is a mechanism to determine the
accuracy and compliance of Medicare billing before it is
submitted for payment. This proactive method also ensures
that all information is accurate prior to submitting the UB-04
form to the Medicare program for payment.

•

Triple check meeting should be conducted monthly prior to
submission of the Medicare Claims.

•

The triple check team could include, but is not limited to, the:
• Administrator;
• MDS Coordinator;
• Therapy Manager,
• Coder;
• and the Medicare Biller.
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Triple Check
•

Preparation for the Meeting should include:
• The triple check team receiving a list of the Medicare
Part A resident claims that will be discussed at the
meeting
• The member of the team and the a designee from the
Therapy Department have met and compared the
therapy days, minutes, start and stop days on the
MDS in comparison to the Service Matrix Log for
accuracy on discharge claims and to determine
group/concurrent therapy thresholds.
• The Therapy designee prints the Service Matrix Logs
for all residents being discussed at the triple check
meeting.
• A member of the team should check for orders and
verification of ancillary services
• Validate census for interrupted stay
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Triple Check
•

Meeting agenda should include:
• Validate all component of the HIPPS code
• PT/OT case-mix group;
• SLP case-mix group;
• Nursing case-mix group;
• NTA case-mix group; and
• Assessment Indicator.
• Review of Physician Part A certification and
recertification forms
• Review of MDS validation reports
• Validation of service units
• Accuracy of ancillary services
• Review of diagnosis codes
• Issuance of the NOMNC and the SNF-ABN, if required,
in a timely manner
• Compare claim dates to NOMNC/SNF-ABN dates
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Triple Check
•

The UB-04 will reflect the following changes under
PDPM:
• ZZZZZ is the default code under PDPM
• An interrupted stay will be listed under Occurrence
Code 74 (interrupted vs. new stay)
• Ensure accurate billing of the IPA
• HIPPS Code will consist of the following PDPM
Components and codes under revenue code 0022
• PT/OT (A-P)
• SLP (A-L)
• Nursing (A-Y)
• NTA (A-F)
• AI (0-1)
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Triple Check Policy
Policy Sample
Policy Background: To ensure Medicare Part A claims are
submitted in accordance with federal guidelines and (facility
name) Corporate Compliance Program. By implementing the
triple check meeting, the (facility name) will be able to identify
discrepancies between the clinical record and facility
supporting documentation and the UB-04 claim for prior to
submitting the claim to Medicare.

Policy Statement: A triple check meeting will be held monthly
at (facility name) prior to the submission of the Medicare
claims. The triple check team will include the (insert team
member titles). The triple check meeting does not replace any
daily or weekly meetings currently being held to review the
status of those residents accessing their Medicare A benefits.
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Triple Check Policy
Policy Sample (cont’d.) :
Procedures:
Triple Check Meeting Preparation:
• The Medicare Billing Coordinator will send the Medicare A
claims to be discussed at the meeting to the triple check team.
• Prior to the meeting, the team member and Therapy
Department designee will compare the therapy days, minutes,
start and stop dates on the MDS assessment in comparison to
the Service Matrix Logs to ensure appropriate data entry of
therapy services for discharge claims to verify group/concurrent
therapy amounts.
• The (facility designee) will generate a Medicare Triple Check
for each resident, by entering the resident’s name that will be
discussed at the triple check meeting. The MDS Coordinator
will bring all documents/trackers to the meeting that were
utilized throughout the month for determining IMA and IPA
Assessment Reference Dates (ARDs) and PDPM Groups.
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Triple Check Policy
Policy Sample (cont’d.) :
Procedures:
Triple Check Meeting Preparation:
• The clinical record or computer will be accessible during the
triple check meeting to assist with checking demographic
information from the original copes of documents (i.e.,
Social Security card, Medicare/Insurance card(s).)
• The Therapy Manager will print and bring copies of the
therapy Service Matrix Logs for all residents reviewed during
the triple check meeting to validate evaluation and treatment
days.
• Team members will bring UB-04 copies provided
• A member of the team will document necessary
changes needed before the claim is submitted for
payment
64
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Triple Check Policy
Policy Sample (cont’d.) :
Procedures:
Triple Check Meeting Agenda:
The Triple Check meeting will occur on (the 7th business day of
each month.)
For each UB-04, the triple check team will:
• Verify that the physician Medicare Part A certification and
recertification required elements are completed and signed
timely by the physician for the corresponding billing period.
• Review the QIES ASAP validation reports to make sure that all
required MDS assessments for the billing period have been
completed and accepted.
• Check for warnings (i.e., therapy thresholds)
• Evaluate census (including interrupted vs. new stay)
• Validate all service units on the UB-04 to ensure all
assessments are billed appropriately, including IPAs
65
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Triple Check Policy
Policy Sample (cont’d.) :
Procedures:
Triple Check Meeting Agenda:
For each UB-04, the triple check team will:
•

Review all ancillary services listed on the UB-04 to ensure
that they are accurate (i.e. therapy, pharmacy, lab, x-ray,
etc.)

•

Review the diagnosis codes listed on the UB-04 to ensure
that they are accurate and sequenced appropriately and
reflect the appropriate admitting, primary, and surgical (if
applicable) diagnosis code for skilled care
• Ensure diagnoses impacting the PDPM case-mix
groups are included on the claim
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Triple Check Policy
Policy Sample (cont’d.) :
Procedures:
Triple Check Meeting Agenda:

For each UB-04, the triple check team will:
•

Determine if the claim is ready to be submitted to
Medicare. If corrective action is necessary, resolve
errors as soon as possible, the due date and responsible
party will be assigned at the triple check meeting.
• The Medicare Biller must be notified of updated
information prior to submitting the claim to Medicare.

•

Utilize the triple check form to monitor accuracy and
claim corrections needed
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Sample Form
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Questions??
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Contact Information

Stephanie Kessler
Partner
SKessler@RKLcpa.com

Stefanie Knaub
Partner
SKnaub@RKLcpa.com

717.885.5724

717.590.8648
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